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Orbital Interaction Theory Of Organic
Steric congestion, rather than orbital interactions, is the driving force behind why C‒C and C‒H bonds contract as the number of
substituents surrounding the carbon centre decreases, ...
Chemists reconsider C‒H and C‒C bond length rationale
The Milankovitch theory ... organic carbon isotope (δ 13 C org) records from the middle to high latitudes during the past 100 Ma (Fig. 1)
and evaluate the effect of obliquity on OC burial, especially ...
Organic carbon burial is paced by a ˜173-ka obliquity cycle in the middle to high latitudes
Six years after the New Horizons spacecraft returned close-up images of Pluto, researchers are teasing out more information about its
geology and surface.
Surface, geology of Pluto studied via opposition observations
One theory suggests that comets brought some of the water and a variety of organic molecules to the early Earth. What are Near-Earth
Objects (NEOs)? Some asteroids and comets follow orbital paths that ...
Asteroid Watch
These interactions are not typically present in solid materials but appear in materials with metallic phases. The revelation of metals in twoorbital systems and the ability to determine whole ...
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Defining the Hund physics landscape of two-orbital systems
Engineers develop inexpensive, scalable method to make metamaterials that manipulate microwave energy in ways conventional
materials cannot. Engineers at Tufts University have developed new methods to ...
Inkjet Printing Impossible Materials ‒ Bend Light, Manipulate Energy, or Have Chameleon-Like Abilities
Alpha nucleophiles' ability to get close to electrophiles - rather than their intramolecular lone pair repulsion - gives them unusual
reactivity ...
Small orbital lobes give alpha nucleophiles substitution superpowers
A notable aspect of its description is the existence of an attractive interaction, a
superconductors, which are described by the theory of ...

glue,

between electrons ... In contrast to conventional

A touch more unconventional
The technologically relevant properties of quantum materials result from complex interactions of electron charge, orbital, and spin and
their coupling ... Yin of the CMPMS Division Condensed Matter ...
Uncovering hidden local states in a quantum material
In combination with the determination of the chemical structure and quantum chemical theory, structure-property relationships of
organic colorants have been investigated quantitatively. An important ...
Charge transfer systems as potential building blocks for future electronic nanodevices
Scientists have proposed the idea of a subsurface ocean under Europa s crust for years, and have strong evidence from multiple missions
to support the theory. Běhounková et al. s new ...
Europa volcanism & interior heating modeled in detail, offers research targets for upcoming missions
The Ohio Republican writes in the memo to his members that Republicans are "winning" the war against critical race theory ... He
celebrated the "organic" movement of parents demanding that ...
Top House Republican group urges its members to 'lean into the culture wars' and fight critical race theory
The technologically relevant properties of quantum materials result from complex interactions of electron charge, orbital ... CMPMS
Division Condensed Matter Theory Group. To probe the ...
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